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Corona virus eradication 'incredible': 

 The corona virus has infected the entire world, and scientists and engineers are 

developing various devices to protect it from the virus . 

 If a device like Pune, Defense Institute of Advanced Technology (Diet) has created this 

organization in any device objects, and can destroy the metal kapadyanvarila Corona 

virus . 

 The device has also been dubbed 'Incredible' and the Defense and Research Development 

Organization (DRDO) has asked for the device to be manufactured on a large scale. 

 Various organizations are working to defeat the corona virus. Corona patients are on the 

rise in India. Sanitizer devices, Max, Headshield Protection and Development Institute 

have been developed by the organization to keep away from this virus . However, 

research begins to destroy viruses on metals, objects. 

 The Defense Institute of Advanced Technology (DIET) in Pune has already developed 

this type of device. So for the past 21 days, diet technicians have been striving to create 

an effective tool to destroy germs on objects. Their efforts have met with success. 

 Earlier in the diet, cotton, injections, sanitary pads, plastics as well as various health 

equipment have been developed for disinfection. It was on this land that he began to build 

the incredible device to destroy the corona virus. 

International Financial Services Center moved to Gujarat: 

 Mumbai, the capital of Maharashtra, is considered to be the financial capital of the 

country. Most of the financial transactions in the country are done from Mumbai. 

Therefore, Mumbai has a unique significance in the country's economy. 

 Meanwhile, while celebrating Maharashtra Day in the state yesterday, the central 

government has taken a big decision that will push Maharashtra. The International 

Financial Services Center (IFSC) planned in Mumbai has been shifted to Gujarat . 

 Also, Maharashtra is expressing strong displeasure as this decision was taken on Ain 

Maharashtra Day itself. 

 The Central Government has issued a notification in this regard in a gazette issued on 

April 27 . Accordingly, the International Financial Services Center planned in Mumbai 

will now be located at Gandhinagar in Gujarat. 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi's ambitious Gujarat International Finance City project is 

also taking shape in Gandhinagar. 

Jandhan accounts will be credited from May 4: 

 The second installment of Rs 500 government assistance will be sent to Mahila Jandhan 

account holders from Monday. 

 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman had announced on March 26 to help the poor in the 

Corona crisis . 

 So in this, women were to deposit Rs 500 in their Jandhan account from April. The 

second month payments will be made from May 4th. 



 However, this money cannot be withdrawn once it is credited to the account. According 

to the Prime Minister's Poor Welfare Scheme, the money will be received for the next 

three months. The central government has imposed certain conditions for the withdrawal. 

Accordingly, these women account holders will be able to withdraw money from their 

accounts. 

Air Force to open Covid Warriors: 

 Doctors, nurses, police, sanitation workers and the media are at the forefront of the fight 

against the corona virus . 

 Today, special tributes will be paid to these cowardly warriors who risked their lives to 

serve the civilians . 

 The Indian Air Force is going to fly past to express gratitude to the Kovid warriors. 

 Two flypasts from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and from Assam to Gujarat's Kutch will be 

done by the Air Force . 

 This will include India's state-of-the-art fighter aircraft, transport aircraft. Kovid warriors 

will also be saluted by the Indian Navy at sea. 

 Also, special lighting will be provided on Indian warships this time. Special bands will be 

played by the Army outside the medical buildings in each district. Hospitals treating 

Corona patients will be showered with flowers from Navy helicopters. 

 

 


